Floor Plans

North | South
Hang Point Locations & Ratings

South Levels 3 Meeting Rooms:
2,500 lbs. vertically downwards plus
1,500 lbs. horizontal in any direction.
Hang Point Locations & Ratings

Esplanade Ballroom: (Rooms 151-160):
500 lbs. per hang point (eyebolt) straight down. Bridles between or side loads are not allowed in this area under any condition.

Rig Points
South | Floor Load 100 psf.
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Disclaimer:
This drawing is intended as a guide only. The Moscone Center/SMG cannot be held responsible for onsite variations or adjustments.
Hang Point Locations & Ratings

Halls A, B, and C:
3,000 lb. per hang point (stabilized) straight down. Ratings decrease when bucking.
Brackets between 45 and 90 degrees may not exceed 300 lb. per hang point.
AA, AB, AC, 1, 2, 4-13 are rated at 3,000 lb.

This symbol represents the hang points located between the columns.

Halls D:
5,000 lb. vertical only (downwards)
2,000 lb. horizontal in any direction.

Halls E:
1,000 lb. per hang point (stabilized) straight down. Ratings decrease when bucking.
Brackets between 45 and 90 degrees may not exceed 300 lb.

All cables are rated at 1,000 lb. straight down.
Therewill be no brackets on idle cable permits in any buildings.

Any rigging over 1,000 lb. should have a lift available for the house rigger to review, upon request.

A list of cable rate of 1,000 lb. upon request.

Riggers are not responsible for the safety or security of the rigging.

At the request of the riggers, any and all riggers.Permissions for use of rigging must be obtained.

Rig Points:

Floor Loads:
Exhibit Halls ABCDEF: 125 psf
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Disclaimer:
This drawing is intended as a guide only. The Moscone Center/SMG cannot be held responsible for on-site variations or adjustments.
Hang Point Locations & Ratings

South Levels 2 Meeting Rooms:
2,500 lbs. vertically downwards plus
1,500 lbs. horizontal in any direction.

South | Floor Load 100 psf.

Rig Points
Hang Point Locations & Ratings

South Levels 3 Meeting Rooms:
2,500 lbs. vertically downwards plus
1,500 lbs. horizontal in any direction.

South | Floor Load 100 psf.
Rig Points

Disclaimer:
This drawing is intended as a guide only.
The Moscone Center/SMG cannot be held
responsible for on-site variations or
adjustments.